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Abstract: Recently, there has been intense interest in small dense plasma focus (DPF) devices for use as
pulsed neutron and X-ray sources. Although DPFs have been studied for decades and scaling laws for
neutron yield versus system discharge current and energy have been established (Milanese, M. et al.,
Eur. Phys. J. D 2003, 27, 77–81), there are notable deviations at low energies due to contributions from
both thermonuclear and beam-target interactions (Schmidt, A. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2012, 109, 1–4).
For low energy DPFs (100 s of Joules), other empirical scaling laws have been found (Bures, B.L. et al.,
Phys. Plasmas 2012, 112702, 1–9). Although theoretical mechanisms to explain this change have been
proposed, the cause of this reduced efficiency is not well understood. A new apparatus with advanced
diagnostic capabilities allows us to probe this regime, including variants in which a piston gas is
employed. Several complementary diagnostics of the pinch dynamics and resulting X-ray neutron
production are employed to understand the underlying mechanisms involved. This apparatus is
unique in its employment of a 50 fs laser-based shadowgraphy system that possesses unprecedented
spatio-temporal resolution.
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1. Introduction

A dense plasma focus (DPF) is a compact device, often termed a pinch, which produces
high-density, energetic plasmas, used for production of radiation ranging from hard X-rays to fusion
neutrons. This is achieved with a coaxial set of electrodes in a relatively low-pressure environment,
connected to a pulsed, high voltage power source (Figure 1). During the first phase of operation, a fast
switch is closed, energizing the DPF and causing a plasma sheath to form between the anode and
cathode, initially along the surface of the insulator. This plasma sheath layer carries current in the
radial direction, while the currents on the surface inner electrode that feed this radial current travel
in the axial direction. This axial current gives rise to an azimuthal magnetic field, and the resultant
magnetic force pushes the sheath current axially away from the base of the cathode. The resultant
electromagnetic pressure-induced travel of the discharge sheath along the electrode is termed “run
down”, and as it moves, the sheath collects the gas in front of it in a snowplow-like mechanism [1].
As the sheath crests over the top of the electrodes, its longitudinal motion takes it beyond the tip of
the anode, so current begins to flow axially near the center. This gives rise to magnetic forces which
produce a radial collapse along the top of the anode. This leads to a z-pinch scenario, which completes
the “run in” process that serves to push the gas that had been plowed forward during the earlier
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run-down. This radial collapse thus produces a temporarily self-sustaining, very hot and dense plasma
region called the pinch.

Figure 1. Schematic of a dense plasma focus device, or DPF.

The conditions inside of the DPF are that of a dense, collisional plasma with significant
non-thermal velocity components. This scenario in turn produces copious radiation: electromagnetic
radiation (to the hard X-ray spectrum) from the electrons; and, with appropriate gas, neutrons
produced in fusion reactions between nuclei. The DPF pinch, though intense, is short-lived, so
the radiation emitted by the creation of dense, energetic plasma is pulsed. As such, DPFs have
been extensively studied for use as pulsed X-ray sources for applications including lithography and
specialized radiography [2–4].

The interest of this current work, however, is in the use of DPFs as pulsed neutron generators.
This is accomplished using gas blends which include deuterium and/or tritium. The configuration
space density and velocity distributions within the pinch can indeed be sufficient to initiate D-D
and D-T fusion events which liberate 2.45 MeV and 14.1 MeV neutrons respectively. Compared to
radioactive sources, which are CW neutron sources or typical neutron generators with their millisecond
to microsecond minimum pulse durations and rise times, DPFs offer an attractive way of producing
relatively high fluxes of neutrons in very short (10–100 s of nanoseconds) bursts. An industrial
scale D-D neutron generator offers 1011 n/s [5]. This may be compared to a typical DPF generating
106 neutrons over a 10 ns pulse: 1014 n/s.

Since their first construction in the 1960s [6], DPFs have been built in a range of sizes and energies
ranging from less than a joule [7] to a megajoule [8]. Within much of this range, neutron yield per shot
generally scales with energy stored in the driver [9], incentivizing the construction of larger devices.
Large devices come with their own host of problems however, including expense, size, low repetition
rate, average power consumption, heat management, and electrode erosion. Additionally, at high
discharge energies (>100 kJ), there are saturation effects that break the simple scaling law [10,11].
This has led to a recent proliferation of very small DPFs, often termed nanofocus devices [12–21].
The advantages of such small devices, in the 100 J range or below, found in their low cost, compactness,
and flexible operating modes, are attractive, as is the short pulse length described above. These
advantages are counterbalanced by the relatively low neutron yield per pulse, and techniques have
been explored, such as the use of current transformers [22] and piston gases [23–28], to mitigate
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the yield issue. The device we describe in this paper permits explorations of the physics of these
smaller-scale DPFs.

2. Materials and Methods

The electrodes of our device are inspired by the work reported in [29] and consist of a copper
anode, a borosilicate glass tube insulator, and 6 posts to form the cathode. The inner anode cylinder
has an OD of 5.6 mm and an exposed length of 15 mm; the tip is aligned to the height of the cathode
posts. To modify the run-in dynamics, a hole is bored in the center to a diameter of 2 mm and depth of
10 mm. The lower portion of the anode is surrounded by a borosilicate glass tube with OD of 9.5 mm.
The posts which form the cathode are on a 17.5 mm diameter circle. Each of these stainless steel posts
has a 4 mm diameter and extends 38 mm above the base of the cathode. The cathode base includes a
2 mm tall, 0.5 mm thick protrusion around the center hole which acts as a field enhancement element
to improve the consistency of sheath formation. This configuration is shown in Figure 2. The driver
circuit for this DPF consists of 212 nF of parallel ceramic capacitors, typically charged between 35 and
40 kV for a maximum stored energy of 170 J. The capacitor bank is switched by an atmospheric spark
gap, with breakdown triggered by a 500 mJ Nd:YAG laser pulse. The layout of both the driver and
transmission line has been designed to minimize the inductance which has been determined to be
70 nH. This yields a system with a peak current 70 kA and a 190 ns quarter period—the approximate
time for run-down to take place.

Figure 2. Rendered image of DPF electrodes with insulator around anode base, and a multi-post
cathode configuration.

2.1. Diagnostics

A wide range of diagnostics is employed to understand the macroscopic and microscopic behavior
of the system. The noisy RF environment produced by the powerful DPF discharges requires special
considerations when selecting and designing instrumentation.

2.1.1. Electrical Diagnostics

One of the most essential type of electrical diagnostic employed is a custom B-dot probe to
measure dI/dt, thus giving detailed insight into the macroscopic operational characteristics of the
DPF. Most notably, a dip in this signal has been shown to correspond to a rapid change in impedance,
indicating the creation of a successful pinch [18]. The information from these detectors is sometimes
supplemented by an integrating current transformer and a high speed, high voltage probe.
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2.1.2. Radiation Diagnostics

As noted above, a DPF emits a wide range of radiation types, each of which with characteristic
features and times, making radiation sensors useful diagnostic tools for understanding the microscopic
physics involved in the pinch. Fast (1 ns rise-time), broad optical spectrum (200–1100 nm) photodiodes
(Thorlabs (Newton, NJ, USA) DET10A) are utilized to understand light production over the spectral
range extending from IR-to-UV. They are also useful for ensuring synchronization between the laser
imaging systems (discussed below) and the DPF itself.

For detecting the UV-HXR spectrum a custom bi-planar photodiode, X-ray detector (XRD) with
extremely fast (<100 ps) response time as been designed and constructed. Paired with relevant filters,
different sections of the spectrum can be selected.

For detecting neutrons and gamma rays, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) optically coupled to organic
liquid scintillator tubes are used. The PMT model number is Hamamatsu R1250 and the scintillator
type is BC-501A. This particular setup offers exceptionally low jitter (on the order of ns) and sensitivity
to single particles [30]. Having many of these independent detectors opens up a tremendous array of
possible measurements including: time-of-flight (TOF) measurements, angular distribution of neutrons
(the yield of DPFs is known to be anisotropic [27]), temporal distribution of neutron production (as
in [23,27]).

2.1.3. Imaging Diagnostics

Several advanced imaging capabilities are used to characterize the discharge dynamics observed
in the DPF. Among them is a framing camera, capable of taking a series of eight frames with exposures
as low as 3 ns (over 300 million frames per second). This gives us the unique ability to see the
progression of the DPF dynamics within a single DPF shot and allows us to understand bulk dynamics
of the sheath. Despite this tremendous speed, some of the fastest processes which occur during the
pinch itself are blurred out over 3 ns; this is a characteristic arising from the small dimensions of
the DPF. To complement the framing camera, and to provide full spatio-temporal resolution at the
level demanded by the DPF dynamics, we use a 50 fs, 6 mJ Ti:Sapphire laser to take Schlieren and
shadowgraph images (Figure 3). An additional benefit of having both of these diagnostics is that they
measure different aspects of the discharge: the framing camera only is sensitive to parts of the plasma
that are, themselves, luminescing, but these laser techniques are sensitive to the index of refraction of
the medium [31–33], corresponding to the plasma density.

Figure 3. Schematic of shadowgraph imaging setup.
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3. Results

3.1. Example Shot

Figure 4 shows an example DPF shot, as visualized through multiple diagnostics. The blue trace
is dI/dt (measured by B-dot probe) and the current feature has been highlighted. The vertical blue
lines indicate the time periods the framing camera images (below) are taken from. The green and red
traces are the outputs from scintillator-PMT sensors at distances of 0.3 m and 1.6 m from the DPF
respectively. The whole solid angle leading to these detectors was blocked by 7 mm of lead, which
attenuates any X-rays below 100 keV to a negligible level while only slightly attenuating the fast
neutrons. The gap between these two pulses, 60 ns, agrees with the time-of-flight expected from a 2.45
MeV neutron traversing 1.3 m of distance. Below that plot is a series of four images from the framing
camera, showing the sheath strike, run down, and aftermath of the pinch.

Figure 4. (Top) Current dip in dI/dt signal from the B-dot probe (blue trace), along with the PMT
time-of-flight measurements (red and green traces); synchronized with (bottom) a series of framing
camera images separated by 30 ns.

3.2. Snowplow Model Validation

The snowplow model predicts the peak sheath velocity (through the “drive parameter”) [34] as a
function of a, anode diameter, Imax, the peak current, and P, the ambient gas pressure, as:

vz ∝
Imax

a
√

P
(1)

The framing camera was used to take bursts images of DPF shots while pressure was swept.
Using image analysis, the sheath progression after cresting the cathode was measured, the motion was
interpolated, and the velocity was deduced. These values were calculated at several pressures and
fit with a power curve, shown in Figure 5. The power to fit pressure to velocity was −0.55, in good
agreement with the snowplow model’s projection of −0.5.
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Figure 5. Measured peak sheath velocity as a function of pressure at fixed voltage.

3.3. Shadowgraph Imaging

Even with the fastest possible shutter speed for the framing camera (3 ns), the plasma sheath,
moving at 50 km/s, would smear over 150 microns. The ultra-fast laser used for imaging allows
capture of even the fastest plasma dynamics without any motion blur. In fact, the system’s temporal
resolution is not limited by the laser pulse duration (50 fs) but the speed of light transit across the
anode (17 ps). Due to the use of an atmospheric spark gap though, there is significant (ns) jitter despite
the synchronization between the imaging laser (Ti:Sapphire) and the trigger laser (Nd:YAG). For this
reason, the phase of the image relative to the RLC oscillation must be determined ex post facto. Since
the jitter is stochastic, many shots are taken to image the phases of interest with sufficient granularity.

An example of the multi-shot shadowgraph imaging is shown in Figure 6, demonstrating the
radial run-in of the plasma sheath across the anode face.

Figure 6. The top row shows shadowgraph images showing the progression of the plasma sheath
run-in. The bottom row is a schematic representation of the run-in to clarify the shadowgraphy.
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3.4. Neutron Yield

To determine the neutron yield of this compact DPF system, 4 scintillator/PMT units were placed
2.8 m from the PMT and shielded with 7 mm of lead. This increased distance was to reduce the
likelihood of pileup on the detectors, which are intended for detecting single neutron events.

The highest yield results from a fill pressure of 6.45 Torr using this DPF geometry and circuit.
The pressure was maintained by a PID controller with a vacuum pump consistently removing gas
through an aperture. The gas was entirely purged and replaced every 100 shots.

A binomial distribution is assumed for each of the four detectors, each with their own efficiency
pDeti which accounts for the intrinsic efficiency of the scintillator, PMT, distance from the DPF,
and shielding. For a given yield, the probability of a particular detector, i, registering a hit is
pi = 1 − (1 − pDeti)yield and the probability of not registering a hit is qi = 1 − pi. The four detectors
signals are treated as independent events so, given the relevant pDeti values and the yield, one can
calculate the probability of obtaining 0, 1, . . . , 4 hits among the four detectors for each shot of the
DPF. This is summarized in Figure 7. Using these relationships and measured data, we can calculate
coefficients of a Poisson distribution for the neutron yield. We note that there is a precedent for
using a Poisson distribution to describe neutron yield [35,36]. The best fit distribution is shown in
Figure 8. To corroborate these results, the values of pDeti can be varied either by shielding or changing
the distance to the detector (reducing the solid angle coverage). We opted to use paraffin slabs of
thicknesses from 5 to 15 cm (backed by 1 cm of lead to stop secondaries) to attenuate the neutron signal
in a controllable way. GEANT [37] simulations confirmed that a controllable fraction of the (effectively
monochromatic) neutrons initially produced would be unmoderated by the paraffin. By using a time
window exclusion and our tightly time resolved neutron detectors, we can still selectively measure
full energy neutrons but with less chance of pileup.

This corresponds to a mean yield of 37,000 n/shot, a 10th percentile yield of 65,000 n/shot, and a
1st percentile yield of 125,000 n/shot.

Figure 7. The probability of getting exactly k detected neutrons from a single shot, given the detection
system parameters used and the shot yield.
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Figure 8. Best fit Poisson distribution for neutron yield in our optimized DPF.

Soto [38] established an empirical scaling law for neutron yield, which is particularly for small
(<1 kJ) DPFs:

Y ≈ 7.73·10−5 I4.82
0 , (2)

where Y is the expected yield per shot and I0 is the peak current in kA. Based on this scaling law and
our system parameters we expect to produce about 30,000 neutrons per shot. The overall predictions
of the Soto model have been validated, or even exceeded in this device.

3.4.1. Double Strike

By virtue of the tight temporal resolution of the neutron detection system, a small fraction of DPF
shots were found to contain two distinct neutron emission periods, typically separated by half of an
RLC period. Such a phenomenon has been mentioned in passing by other researchers [39] but has not
been explored. Despite attempts to tune system parameters to increase the frequency of these double
strike events, they were never reliably and consistently produced.

3.4.2. Noble Gas Doping

Running DPFs with an admixture of deuterium and a heavy noble gas has been tested by several
research groups, with DPF energies ranging from 100’s of Joules to 100’s of kJ. The results have varied
significantly with some groups reporting enhancements under optimal conditions in excess of 30×
and other groups reporting reduced yields compared to pure deuterium [23–28]. Our system was
the first used to test such piston gases in a 100 J-class DPF. We utilized admixtures of deuterium and
xenon with mass fractions ranging from 0% to 8%. However, over this range we failed to observe a
statistically significant increase in neutron yield.

4. Discussion

A neutron producing nanofocus DPF has been constructed and characterized using a broad suite
of synchronized diagnostics including a B-dot probe, fast neutron detectors, a high-speed framing
camera, and laser imaging. It is this last point which makes this experimental setup unique, as we may
obtain detailed information on the density evolution of the DPF plasma sheath on unprecedented short
time and length scales. This resolution may be necessary to unfold the microscopic basis of neutron
production in small DPFs, which necessitates observation of instabilities within the 100 micron-scale
pinch in well-sub-ns times.

In measured performance, this device conforms to expectations regarding sheath velocity and
(small DPF) neutron yield scaling. We have obtained insight into the electrical, radiative, and visual
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characteristics of a DPF pulse on a shot-by-shot basis. A statistical approach to the calculation of
neutron yield is described and employed, giving support to previous scaling laws.

While the performance of this DPF is at or slightly beyond the present frontier, it does not
represent a significant extension of the state of the art, its complex of diagnostics does. In addition to
framing camera with very short time capabilities, we have demonstrated the introduction of imaging
using a 50 fs pulsed laser to produce shadowgraphs. The use of a coherent light source in this case
may permit phase contrast imaging, which in turn opens the possibility of resolving separate sheath
layers produced when one dopes a nominally deuterium-fed DPF with a heavy noble gas such as
xenon. As this scheme is known to produce enhanced neutron production, it is a promising scenario
for fundamental physics investigations that may give insight into the plasma dynamics involved.

Future work on development of the ultra-fast laser imaging system will include an extension
of the laser image acquisition to a stroboscopic system (Figure 9). This system will be based on the
existing 50 fs Ti:Sapphire laser combined with independent beam splitters, delay lines, and cameras.
After running in pseudo-tomography mode to ensure a symmetrical discharge, the delay lines will be
adjusted to stroboscopic mode, facilitating further exploration of the run-in and pinch dynamics based
on single-shot analysis. This will reproduce the highly useful framing camera approach with much
finer time resolution.

Finally, we note that the uniqueness of this instrument setup found in the diagnostic suite used
may be used to investigate other classes of DPF. Most promising among these is a device based on
a current transformer [22], which gives yet higher neutron yield at a given voltage used, due to
enhancement of the current. This provides a stronger acceleration of the plasma sheath during run-in;
a fundamental understanding of numerous physical aspects of this scenario would benefit from more
precise diagnostic systems.

Figure 9. CAD model of a proposed stroboscopic imaging system showing four independent delay
lines and cameras.

5. Patents

Two US provisional patents were produced from this work:

62/483,353—“Ultrafast, low jitter, spark gap”,
62/503,106—“Vacuum pumping aperture”.
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